automated lockers

SIMPLE AND CONVENIENT
DELIVERIES!

Shopping behaviour has changed and
consumers have embraced online shopping
for reasons of convenience and safety.
With e-commerce expanding, delivery
management has become a critical issue
for retailers. JORDAO’s Click & Collect
lockers are an opportunity to improve the
parcel delivery process, increase consumer
satisfaction and safely, conveniently and
quickly ensure maximum food freshness.
Reduces delivery time and costs
including transportation and labour

Plug-in and modular design
easy to install with 4 different locker
formats to choose - S, M, L and XL.

Foodstuffs always fresh
ideal for refrigerated, frozen and
heated products.

-18°... -15°C
3L1

-1°... +5°C
3M1

+65°... +70°C

Eliminates unsuccessful deliveries
due to absence or unavailability of the
consumer.

Offers 24/7 parcel collection
when it’s most convenient.

Reduces the carbon footprint

eliminates the multiple delivery spots.

Ideal for installing wherever
convenient

Shopping Centres, Co-working and Co-living
Spaces, Parking Lots, Transport Hubs, …

Pass-through model
for easy loading operations
without disturb consumers.

Branding
opportunities.

Electronic/manual lock
with automatic opening, LED indicator
and key for manual unlocking.

Easy to use
simple and intuitive, different types of
unlocking technologies.
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automated
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435

215

C&C
S locker
47,7/51,7* l

1300

250

435

370

C&C
M locker
82,1/90,1* l

435

C&C
XL locker
186,4/204,4* l

2362

C&C
L locker
117,6/129,6* l

840

530

435

*pass-through model capacity

JORDAO INNOVCOOL® is JORDAO’s new brand that explores the limits of ideation and
creativity, to think about the future of point of sale. Using state-of-the-art technology, we
develop food display and conservation solutions that contribute to the innovation of
consumer experience and the digital transformation.

Guimarães - Portugal
tel.: +351.253 470 700
e-mail: geral@jordao.com

www.jordao.com
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How will it be the Future? Challenge us!

